Productivity Solutions for SAP S/4HANA

One Great Move
Deserves Another
Moving to SAP S/4HANA addresses key digital transformation
goals. It also presents an opportunity to address three related 
productivity challenges at the same time.

THE CHALLENGES

2
Being agile
to adapt to
changing global
demands

1
Preventing
delays moving
to S/4HANA

3

Unifying
disconnected,
inefficient systems
and processes

80%

47%

Depending on the
application and country,
80% or more of external
communication is still
paper-based.1

47% of business users
say they waste more
than 10% of their day
waiting on technology.2

THE SOLUTION

OpenText Productivity
Solutions for SAP S/4HANA
With one decision, you can address all three issues and more, delivering
value across your organization – right away, and year after year.

With OpenText productivity
solutions for SAP S/4HANA, you
gain a range of benefits to help
you get more value – before,
during and after your move.

THE RESULTS

1
A streamlined m
 ove
to SAP S/4HANA
Reduce the clutter with effective archiving
before you begin in your new environment.

75

%

Companies preparing
for the move to SAP
S/4HANA can reduce
their database size by
75% or more, simplifying
the migration effort and
lowering cost and risk.

27TB

Utilities leader Engie
Electrabel was able to
archive 27TB of data
to the OpenText cloud
in preparation for the
move to SAP S/4HANA.

Scalability driven
by automation

2

Use intelligent technology to
do the heavy lifting, so you can
adapt to changes in process or
demand in real-time.

90

%

“We don’t even have
to look at 90% of
incoming documents.”
New Zealand retailer
Foodstuffs

35 +
%

Easa Saleh Al Gurg
Group achieved 
35 to 40 percent timesavings processing
82,000+ supplier
invoices per year.

3
Connected and efficient
users and systems
Give users access to all relevant documents
in the context and moment of their business
processes, so they don’t waste time searching
and moving from one system to another.

20

%

“We’ve seen a 20%
reduction in overall
cycle time.”
Celestica, Electronics
Manufacturer

3X

“It’s yielded a
3x productivity
improvement.”
DIC Asia Pacific, 
Chemicals Enterprise

In this video, find out how you can be more
productive with SAP S/4HANA
1. “Effective Capture is the First Step in Digital Transformation”, a report by Harvey Spencer Associates. 2. “The App-Data Gap”, a survey
produced in collaboration with Oxford Economics.
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